
The Made Rite ChairThe Made Rite Chair
•• The Made Rite Chair is movement with The Made Rite Chair is movement with exercise exercise 

while seating.while seating. There is nothing to my to There is nothing to my to 
knowledge on the world market.knowledge on the world market.

•• Created for Both Created for Both Medical & IndividualMedical & Individual NeedsNeeds

•• "New Product""New Product" Is Available for Is Available for franchise creationfranchise creation 
in the U.S.A. & creating global in the U.S.A. & creating global licensing for MFG. licensing for MFG. 
&& Distribution.Distribution.

•• Registered with the Food & Drug Administration Registered with the Food & Drug Administration 
#3004050562#3004050562



The Made Rite ChairThe Made Rite Chair
•• MFG. & Distribution MFG. & Distribution by licensing aby licensing a global global 

network for network for creation from a benefitcreation from a benefit is a is a 
long term solution inlong term solution in choosing the best choosing the best 
routeroute to marketing how. This benefit to marketing how. This benefit will will 
be the firstbe the first intellectual property intellectual property within a within a 
global network.global network.

•• The The licensing of innovators & licensing of innovators & 
entrepreneurentrepreneur’’ss within cultures and nations within cultures and nations 
allow creativityallow creativity to to deliver benefitsdeliver benefits and and 
new opportunities. Turning needs into new opportunities. Turning needs into 
benefits is benefits is a a winwin--win situation.win situation.
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Made Rite Rocker Inc. OpportunitiesMade Rite Rocker Inc. Opportunities

Trade Secrets

Invention’s

Global
Internet

Marketing

Enterprises in Global 
Manufacturing within 
Cultures for Bidding

Creating
National

Involvement

Patents / I.P. 
Utility Models/Trade secrets

Copyright & Related Rights Web-site MRC-LLC Network for 
Culture’s Input on Credibility and 
Global opportunities it can create

with medical services creationBusiness Opportunity
Information / Service 

New Culture
Start-Up 
Models

Create 
maderitechair.org LLC
In Ireland with stock

& royalty
Sharing with Enterprises

Website Referral

Licensing to Nations, Culture’s & Regions 
Enterprises are a Global board of directors

Bidding & Manufacturing of product’s 
controlled by board & creating culture I.P.

Enterprises own stock in MRC-LLC 
Creation of medical services in Culture’s

Culture benefits 
board of directors

Global Veto Option
On all products

Humanity will benefit
by controlling cost & innovations



Acceptance of cultureAcceptance of culture
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Professional
Training

Medical Quality

Med/Design 
& Benefits

Create service
For Culture
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Global Veto
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Medical
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Complementary Global ResourcesComplementary Global Resources

Bargaining power of owners of intellectual property that 
are connected Globally will profit with other cultures 
within MRC-LLC Corp. profit sharing resources.

Competitive
manufactured 

Bidding

Distribution  
copyrights & 

I.P.
Culture

Service’s
Creation

Complementary
technologies

OtherOther

Regional &
Global

Marketing

Competitive
Finance
Globally MRC-LLC

technological 
know-how





AS ELDERS ROCK, EMOTIONAL BURDEN OF DEMENTIA EASES

Nursing home residents who have dementia can literally rock away their anxiety and 
depression, nurse researchers have found, simply by rocking back and forth in a 
rocking chair for about an hour or two a day. Patients who rocked the most in a 
research study even requested less medication to ease their daily aches and pains, 
and their balance improved.

Information on Rocking-chair therapy eases burden of dementia April 25, 1998
http://www.rochester.edu/pr/releases/med/watson.htm

"Rocking provides a worthwhile, mild form of exercise for these people," says Watson. 
"It would be difficult to take every patient for a walk, for instance, but residents can rock 
themselves, and many are happy to do so, given a little encouragement. This is an easy 
step to improve the quality of life for people in nursing homes."

In the study, residents rocked for anywhere from half an hour to two and a half hours 
each day for five days a week. While not all the residents improved, those who
rocked the most improved the most, Watson says. "The more they rocked, the better 
they felt."

Behaviors like crying or expressions of anxiety, tension, and depression dropped in 
11 patients, 10 of whom rocked more than 80 minutes a day. Such behaviors fell
anywhere from slightly to almost one-third.



•• Beatrice Dexter in the Examiner (USA; 7/7/92) had this to say abBeatrice Dexter in the Examiner (USA; 7/7/92) had this to say about the out the 
benefits of rocking chairs: benefits of rocking chairs: 

•• Studies conducted at the Medical College of Virginia have shown Studies conducted at the Medical College of Virginia have shown that that 
'kinetic therapy' 'kinetic therapy' -- the constant, gentle motion of a rocking chair the constant, gentle motion of a rocking chair -- cancan

•• dramatically speed healing in severely ill patients. With reguladramatically speed healing in severely ill patients. With regular rocking, r rocking, 
starting with one hour a day the first week, increasing the exerstarting with one hour a day the first week, increasing the exercise period cise period 
byby

•• 10 minutes a day each succeeding week, 'the body settles into a 10 minutes a day each succeeding week, 'the body settles into a natural natural 
rhythm that harnesses incredible powers of recuperation and rhythm that harnesses incredible powers of recuperation and 
regeneration,'regeneration,'

•• says Dr. Heinrich Addleheim of the Kinetic Therapy Clinic in Bersays Dr. Heinrich Addleheim of the Kinetic Therapy Clinic in Berlin. 'We've lin. 'We've 
seen cases of patients recuperating from heart attack and strokeseen cases of patients recuperating from heart attack and stroke --

•• without any trace of permanent damage without any trace of permanent damage -- simply because they used a simply because they used a 
rocking chair while they were recovering. I've seen people bedrirocking chair while they were recovering. I've seen people bedridden withdden with

•• arthritis who were up and around inside a week after regular usearthritis who were up and around inside a week after regular use of the of the 
rocking chair. It's not just a piece of furniture, it's a remarkrocking chair. It's not just a piece of furniture, it's a remarkable medicalable medical

•• device! device! 
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Short term care and Long term care residents having difficultyShort term care and Long term care residents having difficulty 
coming to stand from a regular chaircoming to stand from a regular chair

•• Occupational Therapists found the MadeOccupational Therapists found the Made--Rite Chair was a nice Rite Chair was a nice 
addition to a residentaddition to a resident’’s room when Activities of Daily Living s room when Activities of Daily Living 
needed to be done at bedside. Residents who were unable to needed to be done at bedside. Residents who were unable to 
stand during upper body bathing or shaving due to fatigue, couldstand during upper body bathing or shaving due to fatigue, could 
sit comfortably in the Madesit comfortably in the Made--Rite and complete their personal Rite and complete their personal 
hygiene at bedside. Those residents that required a respite durihygiene at bedside. Those residents that required a respite during ng 
their ADLtheir ADL’’s could lean back in the rocker and rest before resuming s could lean back in the rocker and rest before resuming 
their bathing/ shaving activities.their bathing/ shaving activities.

•• Fact: When seated in a regular overstuffed chair if the hips areFact: When seated in a regular overstuffed chair if the hips are 
lower than the knees, then it will require an inordinate amount lower than the knees, then it will require an inordinate amount of of 
strength and balance to come to stand from that seated position.strength and balance to come to stand from that seated position.

•• Fact: There are residents currently living in Skilled Nursing Fact: There are residents currently living in Skilled Nursing 
Facilities who are restless and walk a great deal of the day. ThFacilities who are restless and walk a great deal of the day. They ey 
fatigue readily and require a place to sit down. It was noted thfatigue readily and require a place to sit down. It was noted that at 
residents who were familiar with the Maderesidents who were familiar with the Made--Rite Chair would seek Rite Chair would seek 
this out as they knew that they would be able to sit comfortablythis out as they knew that they would be able to sit comfortably 
and then get up independent of outside help to resume their walkand then get up independent of outside help to resume their walk. . 



In one facility that supplied Made Rite Chairs to their adult DaIn one facility that supplied Made Rite Chairs to their adult Day Care clients, y Care clients, 
the clients would the clients would ‘‘fightfight’’ to have one of the 5 chairs, especially when they to have one of the 5 chairs, especially when they 
were going to be doing an activity that required them to sit forwere going to be doing an activity that required them to sit for some time. some time. 
Late in the afternoon Day Care clients would sit in the MadeLate in the afternoon Day Care clients would sit in the Made--Rite while Rite while 
awaiting their family memberawaiting their family member’’s arrival. s arrival. 

•• Features the Residents like about the MadeFeatures the Residents like about the Made--Rite Chair Rite Chair 

•• Comfortable Comfortable 
•• Contoured to your body Contoured to your body 
•• Did not cause resident to perspire Did not cause resident to perspire 
•• Could rock without the chair scooting across the floor Could rock without the chair scooting across the floor 
•• Able to get up independently Able to get up independently 
•• Could sleep in this chair without getting a stiff neck Could sleep in this chair without getting a stiff neck 
•• Chest Therapy patients were able to sleep all night in rocker Chest Therapy patients were able to sleep all night in rocker 
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•• My name is Bernice DiFelice. I am 57 years old and I have osteoaMy name is Bernice DiFelice. I am 57 years old and I have osteoarthritis. rthritis. 

•• On May 8, 2002, I had total knee replacement of the right knee. On May 8, 2002, I had total knee replacement of the right knee. I spent three days in I spent three days in 
the hospital and then six additional days at a skilled nursing fthe hospital and then six additional days at a skilled nursing facility for rehabilitation acility for rehabilitation 
before coming home to live with my new knee.before coming home to live with my new knee.

•• At home I was given 10 days of Home Care Physical Therapy which At home I was given 10 days of Home Care Physical Therapy which was provided by was provided by 
my local VNA before being discharged to an outpatient therapy demy local VNA before being discharged to an outpatient therapy department. Along partment. Along 
with the excellent care and support provided by my therapist, I with the excellent care and support provided by my therapist, I was introduced to was introduced to 
and was allowed to try a wonderful new, customized chair. This cand was allowed to try a wonderful new, customized chair. This chair was specifically hair was specifically 
designed to aid in rehabilitating patients post op replacement odesigned to aid in rehabilitating patients post op replacement of hips and knees.f hips and knees. The The 
Made Rite chair made of lightweight aluminum permitted easy foldMade Rite chair made of lightweight aluminum permitted easy folding for "take with ing for "take with 
you" convenience. It fit easily in the trunk or back seat of my you" convenience. It fit easily in the trunk or back seat of my SUV, which meant that SUV, which meant that 
I always had the comfort of my own chair with me. It also providI always had the comfort of my own chair with me. It also provided the security of a ed the security of a 
sturdy, 'lock in' position high back, and grip handles for easy sturdy, 'lock in' position high back, and grip handles for easy in and out, assisting in and out, assisting 
security in standing up.security in standing up.

•• The chair is customized to fit to your height. Cushion is adjustThe chair is customized to fit to your height. Cushion is adjusted to allow full back ed to allow full back 
support, therefore, relieving additional stress on hips and backsupport, therefore, relieving additional stress on hips and back. Slight flexion . Slight flexion 
construction with sturdy grip feet allows you to stretch and do construction with sturdy grip feet allows you to stretch and do ROM and ROM and 
strengthening exercises while sitting comfortably with firm suppstrengthening exercises while sitting comfortably with firm support.ort. I feel that the I feel that the 
use of this special chair has been extremely beneficial to me anuse of this special chair has been extremely beneficial to me and feel that it should be d feel that it should be 
considered for all postconsidered for all post--op joint reconstruction patients as well as for patients with op joint reconstruction patients as well as for patients with 
special medical needs. Allowing a patient to have the added secuspecial medical needs. Allowing a patient to have the added security of a customized, rity of a customized, 
lightweight, portable chair promotes the patient's well being anlightweight, portable chair promotes the patient's well being and further allows them d further allows them 
to have a productive, comfortable lifestyle.to have a productive, comfortable lifestyle. Thank you for the opportunity to use this Thank you for the opportunity to use this 
wonderful chair.wonderful chair.

•• Bernice DiFeliceBernice DiFelice

This special chair has been extremely beneficial to me: 2002
http://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.htmlhttp://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.html

http://www.maderitechair.com/testimon 2002.html


Two different back angles, 
semi-Reclining or upright.

High back serves as head rest.
Constructed to allow for 

placement of lumbar support.
Unique extended handles allow

the user to rise from
the chair Independently

with ease and safety.
Comfortable seating for 
extended periods of time.

Fabric is both
Durable and
Washable
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"Made Rite Chair" is
available in three sizes:

Small, Standard & Large.
Two Widths 21" & 25"

PORTABLE
"Take it with you" 

for comfortable seating wherever you go.

FOLDABLE
Folds two ways for storage.

ADJUSTABLE
Both width's have three size's
with six inches of adjustment.

Support bars ensure The chair's stability.
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From Sit to Stand IndependentlyFrom Sit to Stand Independently
http://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.htmlhttp://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.html



The rocker comes with a wedge pillow, the perfect seating system 
for Total Hip Replacement.

Occupant can sit in comfort without ever exceeding the joint range 
so critical to hip replacement.

http://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.htmlhttp://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.html
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The rocker comes with a wedge pillow
Small End of Pillow

Large End of Pillow

Forward Stop
Exit Position
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Extended Handles Support bars ensure 
The chair's stability.
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"The Made Rite Rocker" "The Made Rite Rocker" 
"Is the Best Seat Anywhere" "Is the Best Seat Anywhere" 
"A chair is not a piece of furniture at all," "It's a working to"A chair is not a piece of furniture at all," "It's a working tool." ol." 
Individually custom built to the body's needs.Individually custom built to the body's needs.

•• Hello! The concept of the Made Rite Rocker is to personalize andHello! The concept of the Made Rite Rocker is to personalize and 
custom fit to the body's needs, size and weight.custom fit to the body's needs, size and weight.

•• Benefit in all products Medical & Outdoor:Benefit in all products Medical & Outdoor:

•• Movement with exercise:" It's a working tool Individually Built Movement with exercise:" It's a working tool Individually Built to to 
the body's need's"the body's need's"

•• Comfortable seating for extended periods of time, maximizing Comfortable seating for extended periods of time, maximizing 
his/her strength for natural, spontaneous movement.his/her strength for natural, spontaneous movement. 
The rockerThe rocker will help keep the joints flexible and improve will help keep the joints flexible and improve 
circulation.circulation.

•• Flexible breathable fabric reduces the body's skin pressure Flexible breathable fabric reduces the body's skin pressure 
without hard backup support surfaces.without hard backup support surfaces. 
Maintains a 100Maintains a 100--to 120to 120--degree angle between thighs and back degree angle between thighs and back 
within a 15within a 15--degree frame flexing rocking motion.degree frame flexing rocking motion.





Endorsement of Made Rite Endorsement of Made Rite 
Rockers as Beach ChairsRockers as Beach Chairs

•• Because my husband has Because my husband has suffered from back problemssuffered from back problems for years, for years, 
enduring several surgeries and enduring several surgeries and constant painconstant pain, our first , our first 
requirement in a beach chair was that he requirement in a beach chair was that he could sit comfortablycould sit comfortably in in 
it it for extended periods of timefor extended periods of time..

•• My husband and I have never seenMy husband and I have never seen chairs that can endurechairs that can endure the the 
elements unsheltered and still lookedelements unsheltered and still looked like new after six yearslike new after six years like like 
these chairs do. People always these chairs do. People always want bargain priceswant bargain prices for things, but for things, but 
once they once they add up the costadd up the cost and aggravation ofand aggravation of having to payhaving to pay for for 
yearly replacements due to rust yearly replacements due to rust from salt air or fabric failurefrom salt air or fabric failure from from 
sun exposure, truly sun exposure, truly savvy shopperssavvy shoppers cancan’’t help but admitt help but admit that these that these 
chairs are certainly chairs are certainly a bargain whose value is measureda bargain whose value is measured not by not by 
seasons but seasons but by a lifetimeby a lifetime. For these and for so many other reasons, . For these and for so many other reasons, 
we enthusiastically endorsewe enthusiastically endorse the Made Rite Rocker as a great beach the Made Rite Rocker as a great beach 
chair.chair.

•• Sincerely,Sincerely,
•• Ronald and Karen HubbellRonald and Karen Hubbell

Endorsement of Made Rite Rockers as Beach Chairs: 2007
http://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.htmlhttp://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.html





•• Comments by Customers on the Made Rite Rocker when used for Comments by Customers on the Made Rite Rocker when used for 
leisure:leisure: http://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.htmlhttp://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.html

•• Recommendations & Comments by Customers in CT.Recommendations & Comments by Customers in CT.
•• Recommendations & Comments by Customers in MA.Recommendations & Comments by Customers in MA.
•• Recommendations & Comments by Customers in ME.Recommendations & Comments by Customers in ME.
•• Recommendations & Comments by Customers in NHRecommendations & Comments by Customers in NH
•• Recommendations & Comments by Customers in NYRecommendations & Comments by Customers in NY
•• Recommendations & Comments by Customers in PARecommendations & Comments by Customers in PA
•• Recommendations & Comments by Customers in USARecommendations & Comments by Customers in USA

http://www.maderitechair.com/testimon.html


Hi, My name is Robert... Could I ask you a few 
questions?:

Are you relaxing or recovering from an illness, what 
is the most important thing to you? COMFORT! Of 

Course. 
Here is a Unique New Concept for Rocking Chairs

Nothing like it ever befor!!!!
Think of a  global product

that can be adjusted for just about anyone!

We now have a unique opportunity to take 20 some odd years of research and 
Development and make it a global product. Here is what is needed!!

#1 To create a global network that will service the elderly home needs first.
#2 Creating a series of global corporations within cultures and nations.
#3 This person he/her would be working towards the future accomplishments 
and profits by creating a global network in which PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE and 
Trade Secrets owner’s will have a global way too create the large amount of 
equity with a lot of freedom within this network to do the thing needed within a 
Country & culture .
#4 This intellectual-property is needed for Manufacturing and marketing on a 
global scale.
#5 the copyright & concept of groupnet.com is also available for future 
royalties.



This presentation is about MRR-LLC Global Corp. opportunities.
To create a global network for seating and medical  services

There is a Adobe PDF presentation at 
http://www.maderitechair.com/opportunities.html

To enable the elderly within a home setting to have one on one 
products & Service with creativity to improve their End Of Life Care.

I will need a network of dedicated innovative Owners & Workers to 
create Individual Business at the local level to reduce costs.  

Please download  a business plan form to answer questions on your 
views to become a Corp. within your country by location.
Send by regular mail including a your web site address and e-mail.

This network is a Job creator.
Thank You!

Robert J. St. Germain Sr.

http://www.maderitechair.com/opportunities.html


Made Rite Rocker Inc.
GroupNet.com opportunities
44 Gorman St.
Naugatuck, Ct 06770

Internet Domains
maderitechair.com
maderitechair.org
maderitechair.Net
maderite.com
Groupnet.com
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